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All of our services in August will be online, via Zoom.
August 2, 10:00 am
I’m Not Okay
Service Leader: Rev. Dr . Elizabeth Stevens
“How are you doing?” “I’m okay.” Except sometimes, we are not. Our culture
teaches us that in those moments, the best thing to do is lie, and give the expected answer. But what if the way forward demands a deeper honesty from us?
August 9, 10:00 am
Two Kinds of Religion
Virtual Pulpit Guest: Rev. Dr . J ames Kubal-Komoto
There are two kinds of religion in this country, and most people practice either
one or the other. In this sermon, Rev. Dr. James Kubal-Komoto explores both.
Rev. Dr. Kubal Komoto currently serves the Unitarian Universalist Fellowship of
Raleigh, NC.
August 16, 10:00 am
Awaken
Service Leader: Rev. Dr . Elizabeth Stevens
As we navigate these challenging times, it’s more important than ever before to
make sure our souls are awake and fully on board.
August 23, 10:00 am
Gratitude as Resistance and Resilience
Virtual Pulpit Guest: Rev. Er ic Kaminetsky
In these days of pandemic, revolution, and political upheaval it can be hard to
imagine that there is a place for gratitude. But gratitude is a superpower that can
keep us in the sweet spot of our resistance and resilience. Rev. Kaminetsky currently serves the Edmonds UU Congregation in Edmonds, WA.
August 30 10:00 am
Gospel Music Sunday
Service Leader: Rev. J im Bob Weddell
The first-ever Gospel Music Sunday Zoom service! Sing along with Hank Williams, Gillian Welch and Allison Kraus, the Prince George Winyah Episcopal
Church Vacation Bible School from Soweto, and the US’s own Poor People’s
Campaign. You may never again get an opportunity to back these people up!

A Plea for Our Month of Sundays Program
We have been lucky to be able to meet virtually in this era of self-quarantine and social isolation. I want to remind you of our mission to minister to the needs of people in our community who are struggling in these times because of loss of income, food insufficiency because of loss of school lunches and breakfasts, loss of social services,
illness and other things we can’t even imagine. As part of our mission to be of help, we collect money every Sunday
and give it to local agencies who work to meet these needs. Since we do not have a collection in our virtual services,
we need to help by sending checks and cash to the church office to support our Month of Sundays program. Please
indicate on your check or cash envelope that it is to go to the Month of Sundays program. Thank you for caring.
—Mary Jo Hamilton

Minister’s Pages
Guest Column: “Ground Control” by the Rev. Erika Hewitt
"We are all falling. This hand’s falling too—
all have this falling-sickness none withstands.
And yet there’s One whose gently-holding hands
this universal falling can’t fall through."
—Rainer Maria Rilke, "Autumn" (trans. J.B. Leishman)
I hate flying. I get scared by turbulence; understanding the physics doesn’t help my head communicate with my fear centers. I realized long ago that it
wasn’t sustainable to blitz the fear away with pharmaceuticals, which means I’ve spent my adult life developing strategies for staying… calm? No, let’s call it
less anxious… in the air.
A few years ago, a pilot friend threw me a lifeline
by introducing me to live air traffic: the staccato
transmission of static-popping chatter between pilots
and air traffic control professionals. If you’re in the
air, you can listen to your own pilot exchanging information with air traffic control: an audible reminder, or
even a revelation, that a host of trained human beings
watches over every move, making sure pilots know
what they need to know in any given moment.
It doesn’t matter that I can barely decipher the
rush of code and engineering that comprise this language of the sky. I’m soothed by the occasional bursts
of human kindness ("Roger that, delta-two-niner.
Thank you very much for your patience and have a
great day"), and I now know that as planes travel
through a patchwork of designated zones, air traffic
control professionals hand off the plane at the border
of one zone to those in the next. We, the passengers,
are a baton being passed, hand over invisible hand,
zone by zone, to safety.

During these confusing, turbulent pandemic
times, I sometimes feel my stomach lurching from uncertainty and loss. On any given day, I feel as out of
control as I do at thirty-four thousand feet. (I am, however, just as determined not to rely on chemical substances as a coping mechanism.)
This great and fearful loneliness is made lonelier
by the muddling of my connection to Spirit, to Mystery. I find myself trying to make decisions, asking for
help, and straining to find it. It used to be that if I held
still long enough, I’d feel gentle guidance bloom inside of that silence. Today, there’s so much noise—
anxiety, brittleness, disappointment in my fellow human beings—that it’s harder to discern wise, steady
instructions amid the static.
I did not ask for, or want, a months-long lesson
that I am not in control. What I do know is that the
most faithful, life-giving coping strategy—for me—is
to attune to a voice calmer and wiser than mine, and to
allow that seeking to be its own expression of faith.
Prayer: You are there, One Who Holds Us All,
whether we’re clinging on for dear life or oblivious to
the bumps. Help me attune to your voice, and remind
me that more instructions will arrive.
Rev. Erika Hewitt is the UUA's Minister of
Worship Arts, which means she has the privilege of
serving as Editor of Braver/Wiser. In addition to
that half-time position, Erika also serves as a Unitarian Universalist parish minister. Braver/Wiser is
a weekly message of courage and compassion, sent
to your email inbox by the UUA. Sign up here:
https://www.uua.org/braverwiser

Racial Justice Book Club
The Racial Justice Book club is back in this time of racial reckoning. We are learning and growing, because changing racial attitudes begins when we change our own hearts and heads.
We read together, watch and listen together and talk about what we are learning.
Please consider joining us for some or all of it. Meetings are on Zoom twice a month
on
the second and fourth Wednesdays at 7:00 pm beginning in August. Here is what’s
happening at our first meetings:
Aug. 12 – Watch the beginning of the documentary “13th”. Learn about our first
book: “I’m Still Here: Dignity in a World Made for Whiteness” by Austin Channing
Brown
August 26 – Discuss Austin Channing Brown’s book
For more information or to get the Zoom link for our meetings, email
nancy.nelson.moscow@gmail.com
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Minister’s Pages
Church Chat: Working Remotely
I believe in the immeasurable power of love; that
A couple of months ago, I asked the Board and
true love can endure any circumstance and reach the Executive Committee to consider allowing me to
across any distance. -Steve Maraboli work remotely for a time. Everyone agreed that this
was the right thing to do. So on August 11, I will drive
As many of you know, my family grew by two
across the country to be with my family as we welabout a year ago, when my youngest sister, Gillie, had come its newest member.
Most of my work happens virtually these days
twins (Sid and Hattie). Apparently, it’s contagious my other sister, Dr. Amelia Hopkins, is due toward the anyway. I’ll still be leading worship on Zoom, doing
end of August! Under normal circumstances, I might pastoral care, and attending Zoom meetings. I’ll be
have flown out to visit for a week or two, to help and available by phone or email (except when I’m drivto meet this newest nibling. But these aren’t normal
ing). The time difference is going to make evening
circumstances.
responsibilities…interesting…but I am certain we can
Imagine trying to figure out child care for a new- make it all work.
born in the age of COVID. My sister is the director of
As always, I am deeply appreciative of this supthe Pediatric Intensive Care unit at the University of
portive community. Not just any ‘boss’ would be okay
Vermont hospital; imagine getting sick toward the end with an ‘employee’ working remotely for an unspecified amount of time. I am so very grateful for the flexof a pregnancy, or with a newborn. With travel as
complicated as it is, the expected parade of friends and ibility and generosity I’m being shown.
I love you all. I’ll keep everyone in the loop with
family simply can’t get there to welcome the new human. Imagine being a single mom, in these times, with regards to when I can come home. And I promise I’ll
minimal company and support. I imagined all this, and send a picture for Joys and Sorrows when the new baI didn’t like how it felt.
by comes!

NEXT UUCP OPEN MIC NIGHT: Friday, August 14, 5:00pm
in Paul's Zoom Room, https://palouseuu-org.zoom.us/j/9224633548 Meeting ID: 922 463 3548
Join us for virtual open mic night! Come perform, or just come and listen - Performances can be prerecorded or live.
For a pre-recorded submission, please send your video or a link to it. For live performance, please email
name(s) of performers, title of piece, composer, and approx. duration. Submissions and questions should be
directed to Paul Thompson at musicdirector@palouseuu.org

UUCP Staff Information

August Events

Rev. Elizabeth Stevens, Minister
Office hours by appointment—to make an appointment, follow this link: calendly.com/revehstevens
Zoom Room #662-139-0963

Please assume that all in-person events have been
cancelled, until further notice.
Sunday services are at 10:00, via Zoom. There is
information about using Zoom on the front page of this
newsletter, and also on the web site at palouseuu.org.
Many groups are meeting online via Zoom or other
alternate meeting methods. Please contact leaders/
organizers to check the status of any group or activity.

Ginger Yoder,
Director of Lifespan Religious Exploration
Phone: 208-882-4328
Email: uucp-dre@moscow.com
Office Hours by appointment.
Summer Stevens, Administrative Secretary
Phone: 208-882-4328
Email: uuchurch@moscow.com
Summertime Office Hours: Friday 10:00-3:00
Tuesday & Thursday 2:00-4:00

Paul Thompson, Music Director
pthompson@uidaho.edu

2020 UUCP Board
Rich Alldredge, President
Fran Rodriguez, Vice President
Ellery Blood, Recording Secretary
Judy LaLonde, Treasurer (Ex-Officio)
Marcus Smith
Karen Jennings
Margaret Dibble
Duane DeTemple
Dan Schmidt
Lynna Stewart
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Communication & Connection
If what is born is to be your hopes,
dreams, family traditions, and personal beliefs, is there room left for divergent physical genes and individual will? Is there room
for a child then to grow into its own being?
Does one want a clone or someone who has
worked through life and loves, through error
and great calls? Is anyone so perfect that there is no
room for a child to spread their own wings wherever
that may be? Of course what one hopes that it is the
best in us that will be integrated into new life. How
sharp is our vision on something so dear and close?
Let’s expand that scenario beyond the birth of a
child, who for some, will either live more their parents’ lives than their own, or who will live by their
own choices, perhaps in a way unimagined by the
family and community tribe a child was born into.
Then again, likely throughout our own life, we will
recreate ourselves many times; to take the original
child we were born as and journey various paths,
changing roles, identities, ideas, even methods for
transformation. It can be a winding road to connect
with our inner self. Looking back, we may not always
recognize who we were. Change greets us at many a
milepost.
Even moving forward, sometimes we find we are
not who we think we are. We may discover we are not
as caring and just as we were led to believe because
our cultural medium, so much taken for granted and
unquestioned, may come up short. What do we do
with ourselves to figure out how to get it right? To undo ingrained biases? And won’t we find there is a larger society, even a nation or religion or vision, which
needs reshaping as well? There’s a lot of effort in
sculpting ourselves to fit familiar, advantageous patterns. When the mold breaks apart or something cries

out to us to look to another way, to incorporate and coalesce into a broader humanity,
how do we find a meaningful communication between worlds we have differently
come from and live differently in the day-today?
As if fostering freedom and validation wasn’t challenging enough between parent and child, there
is more to be done within nurturing ourselves through
adult stages. There is more to be done in evolving
within our changing societies—in embracing diverse
histories and realities. If we can see them, how do we
respond to signposts along our path? Currently, there
is a huge overarching presence knocking around our
norms which is global and pervasive. That’s COVID19. Will we find the wedges into it to really bring us
all together in this? To remake our world into something more connected and inclusive? That values how
all of us matter? There’s another big issue that’s come
to the fore in recent protests for racial justice. There
could be another beyond the next bend. There will be
another with the November elections.
No surprise if we sometimes feel like a lost child,
urgently asking for guidance to we know not quite
where or how to seriously begin. But we do know that
to connect, we need to communicate on some kind of
common playing field that lets us work out a better
way together. Out of our separateness, there are seeds
for unity. Out of the clamor, there can be a sensible
and sensitive voice for direction. We raise a child that
exceeds what we are. We change ourselves when
we’re motivated to do it. We can transform the world.
Societies do it all the time. What do we choose to do
in these times?
—Victoria Seever

Month of Sundays—COAST
The August MOS donations will be to COAST, administered by the Council on Aging . COAST provides
rides for all citizens who need access to basic necessities or activities enhancing the quality of their lives. Do
you need a ride? Call 1-800-873-9996 or 1-800-967-2899. The Council on Aging and Human Services is a private non-profit, public-benefit organization committed to enhancing lives and supporting communities. The
Council on Aging provides nutrition services (meal sites, food pantries) and transportation, and referrals to a
variety of other resources to fill the needs of those in our communities.
A donation to COAST Transportation or Council on Aging & Human Services will help support our programs. Your generosity will enable us to continue providing quality services

PPQ News
We are meeting regularly via Zoom—contact Mary Jo Hamilton for more information.
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Events are weekly unless noted otherwise.
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GROUP NAME

ZOOM CALENDAR DETAILS
DESCRIPTION

Come enjoy our weekly church service from the comfort of your own home.

Join us if you are grieving the loss of a loved one (two or four legged), through
death, divorce, illness, moving away; or even the loss of a job, a home, or community.

Join us if you are feeling isolated or in need of support, or just to check in with
each other. Facilitated by Lay Pastoral Ministers.
Please feel free to reach out if you are interested in joining our current Dungeons
and Dragons 5e campaign.

Grief Group

Come one come all, with your beverage and/or craft of your choice, as we enjoy
being in community with one another.

Church
Compassionate
Connection Circle
D&D Group

Happy Hour

662 139 0963

535 808 5754
(new number)

325 133 4562

490 922 4693

662 139 0963

"The numbers below are
ZOOM MEETING IDS,
and not phone numbers."

uuchurch@palouseuu.org

uucp.pastoralministry@gmail.com

ADFM@palouseuu.org

smallgroups@palouseuu.org

uuchurch@palouseuu.org

For general questions about a
meeting, CONTACT THE
EMAIL below

535 808 5754
(new number)
-----

uuchurch@palouseuu.org

ADFM@palouseuu.org
ADFM@palouseuu.org
mindfulness@palouseuu.org

Reverend Elizabeth Stevens

973 667 35626

uucp-dre@palouseuu.org

834 176 2033
834 176 2033
-----

Purple Paisley Quilters is a socially responsible quilting group that meets to quilt
and solve the world’s problems

834 176 2033

uucp-dre@palouseuu.org

589 158 109

353 808 5754

---------

ADFM@palouseuu.org

uuchurch@palouseuu.org

smallgroups@palouseuu.org
smallgroups@palouseuu.org

https://calendly.com/revehstevens
to see and reserve available times

smallgroups@palouseuu.org

PPQ

After the service's story for all ages, children and youth will move to the yellow
house zoom room for class.

834 176 2033

your mind or just need company for a while.

Kids' activities, stories, and/or songs. Suggested ages preschool to 5th grade.
Kids' Group
Middle School Grades 6th through 8th.
Mindfulness Group Join us weekly for guided meditation and group discussion.
Join Fran Rodriguez, Lay Pastoral Minister, if you have something pressing on
Office Hours

RE

Bring your dinner every Wednesday as we stay connected through various topics
and sharing, facilitated by Ginger Yoder.

Office Hours

Small Group G

This is for 6th grade +. Hang out with the youth from UU Boise.

We are a group of friendly “life-experienced women" who explore and discuss a
variety of topics such as aging, decision making, women’s issues, current events,
medical care in America, and spirituality in the second half of life.

Small Group MS Join an afternoon small group.
Small Group TC Join the men's small group.
Wholly Crones

Youth Group

Email smallgroups@palouseuu.org regarding changes or additions to this calendar. Updated 8/4/20
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UUCP Environmental Task Force August 2020 Report
The American Farmland Trust is offering
cash prizes to the Farmers Markets winning the
most votes in their 12th annual Farmers Market
Celebration. The voting period is open until
September 20 so here is your chance to win some
money for our Market. Those who wish to participate
can visit markets.farmland.org/market/moscow farmers-market/. Voting will put Moscow in the running for national recognition and cash prizes. We
know that COVID has cut back on our market's participation so here is an opportunity to get Moscow some
well deserved recognition.
Our annual food summit will be a virtual event
this year. Once again, we have been invited to participate. The proposed theme is Land & Water that gives
lots of opportunities for events. At our July planning
meeting, member Janice Willard shared many ideas
for local and regional food processing fitting into the
theme. Our next meeting is August 20 so please pass
on your suggestions to either Janice or Pat Rathmann.
Pat also represented us at the Pullman Environmental Coalition meeting. This group is working on
area water issues and local trails, a fitting issue for the
celebration of the 40th Anniversary of the Frank
Church Wilderness Area. The Idaho Chapter of the
Sierra Club has recorded an excellent review covering

the formation of this Act. You can view it on line.
We are still following the Pebble Mine situation
in Alaska. There is excellent information available
from the Alaska Wilderness League. Their web
site includes ways to speak out against this environmental disaster.
Members sent comments supporting various pieces of legislation including the Migratory Bird Act
(Protect), the Cecil Act against trophy hunting, the
Growing Climate Solutions Act, the Break Free From
Plastic Pollution Act, and the recently passed Great
American Outdoors Act that permanently renewed the
Land and Conservation Fund.
We have been asked to be a part of the local group
working to have the city of Moscow recognized as a
Bee City. This honor was a result of our two day Pollination Summit in February. Please let Pat Rathmann
know if you would like to be a part of this group. National environmental writer Samantha Winship has
penned "Think of bees less as property and more as
teachers. Each bee has a job, and each job works for
the greater good of the entire hive. Why can't people
be more like that?" Anyone interested in working for
the greater good of our hive of people should participate in our next meeting, the third Sunday in August.
—Pat Rathmann

Report from Your UUCP Treasurer

In this interesting year of “Zoom church,” you may be wondering about our church finances. I’m pleased
to report that we are doing fairly well. We were able to obtain a PPP (Payroll Protection Program) loan in the
amount of $31,417.30. This loan provides funds that enable us to continue to pay our music director and assistant over the summer, the result of which we joyfully see each week. Our childcare workers, who rely on
paychecks to meet their own obligations, were paid for an average of their hours during the school months
when we were closed, and they have been offered opportunities to help Ginger pack up the Yellow House. The
rest of the staff continues to be paid at their regular rates. Although this is technically a “loan,” I expect that we
have been able to meet the requirements set by the SBA for full forgiveness.
Looking at the budget, we note that many expenses, particularly by committees, are lower than usual,
which is to be expected. However other expenses, such as postage, have increased with the changes in the way
we operate. If donations continue, we should end the year reasonably well.
As we near putting out bids for our Capital Campaign, we currently have over $700,000 in the savings account set up for the campaign, even after paying architect fees. Bill Webb and I have been working with folks
from Banner Bank in anticipation of getting a construction loan, and the staff at Banner has
been very encouraging. No new pledges have been made to the Capital Campaign drive
since March, but contributions are still coming in.
Thank all of you who continue to support UUCP financially.
—Judy LaLonde, UUCP Treasurer

Wholly Crones

We will meet on Zoom in August—for the Zoom room number and for any questions or further
information contact Mary Jo Hamilton.
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Religious Exploration Information

Grief Support Groups

This Month in Religious Exploration : August 2020

Grief comes
to everyone at
some point in life.
If you are grieving the loss of a
loved one (two or
four legged),
through death,
divorce, illness, moving away, the loss
of a job, a home, or community you are
welcome to join our Grief group, which
meets on the first Monday of the month
from 6:00-7:00 pm. The next meeting
is August 3rd.
Organized by the Unitarian Universalist Church of the Palouse. Everyone is welcome.
The group meets on Zoom:
https://palouseuu-org.zoom.us/
j/5358085754

Summer in Religious Exploration
Our summer programing is in full swing here in virtual church
world. This means we will have several ways for you and your
children to access connection through zoom including virtual UU
camps! Email Ginger Yoder at lebeauvirginia@gmail.com for
zoom room login information. We are collaborating with Boise
and Spokane UU churches so there is connection across Idaho and
WA.
Child and Youth Summer Zoom Schedule
UU Kids Chats – Wednesdays at 10 am
Middle School Hangout – Wednesdays 2 pm
Boise UU Youth Hangout – Fridays 3 pm
Sunday School Religious Exploration Programing
We will continue to offer Yellow House Zoom Room programing
for all ages during our Sunday service time, 10 am. Focusing on
connection and the theme of the week we will engage in a story,
discussion and activity each week. Children will need to log onto
the YH zoom room on a separate device, we have several for loan
if needed!!
Zoom Dinner Group
Wednesdays 6-7 pm
Bring your dinner, your kids, your crafts, anything you want and
be in the company of others. We will include a reading for reflection and the rest of the time will be spent visiting and chatting.
Kids, pets, the whole family welcome. Yellow House Zoom Room
Director of Family Ministries, Ginger Yoder
Online Office Hours: By appointment only
Fall Programing Updates
We will continue to offer programming over zoom for all ages this
fall and until we can be together again in person. We will base
when we offer different programs based on our families needs taking into account school schedules and sessions. Watch for more
information in the September newsletter.

Meeting ID: 535 808 5754

Mah Jongg Party
As you probably have guessed,
no Mah Jongg until the Isolate-atHome policy is rescinded, which may
be a while. And, it’s hard to play
Mah Jongg over Zoom. This is a
good time for you all to teach your co
-quarantining family and roommates
how to play Mah Jongg. I hope we
can meet in person
to play soon.
—Mary Jo
Hamilton

UUCP Board Meeting Summary—July 2020
Given the present climate, and impending capital changes, the board is evaluating establishment of a
Building Safety Committee.
We are having conversations on how to make church virtual ministry sustainable for the long
term. We’re trying to think outside the box (or inside the box with at least 6 feet of separation) to see how we
can maintain connection within our church community.
The Religious Exploration program continues to provide weekly offerings to help children maintain ties
with their peers. In addition, the online “childcare” over zoom lets kids chat with a church childcare provider
for 30 minutes. This has proven very successful, so we are looking for other adults to assist in expanding this
program.
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Living the 7th UU Principle — The World You Want Is Up to You
Al Poplawsky Speaks Out for the Paradise Ridge Defense Coalition

In a July 3rd Daily News article Ken
Helm of the Idaho Transportation Department (ITD) states that the Thorncreek Road
to Moscow Highway 95 project will be delayed until next year due to the need to
"finish purchasing right of way …. and obtain a wetlands mitigation permit." Much is
left unsaid.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)
regulations allow it to issue a wetlands permit only for
a project which is the Least Environmentally Damaging Practicable Alternative (LEDPA), as determined
in an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). ITD
should have been aware of this requirement from the
very beginning (1999), and planned for it by choosing
an alternative which satisfied it. Instead, ITD has constantly pushed its eastern alternative (E2) which ITD's
own EIS documents as the MOST environmentally
damaging practicable alternative.
The EIS presented three final alternatives each of
which met the purpose and need of the project and

was deemed practicable. E2 was shown to be
most environmentally impactful, and the central alternative (C3) was shown to be least
environmentally impactful. If ITD had chosen C3 we could have had a highway a decade ago. Instead, ITD has always chosen E2,
and seemed to realize it had a problem with
its USACE wetlands permit only a few years
ago after it first applied for it.
ITD has for the past few years tried to change its
ratings of wetlands along E2 to make them look less
environmentally valuable, and concomitantly change
its C3 wetlands ratings to make them look more environmentally valuable. We smell a rat! Several landowners along the E2 route also have pretty good noses
and refuse to sell right of way until everything is settled - as in the USACE permit. Either ITD has been
extremely incompetent with this project - or extremely
dishonest.
—Al Poplawski

Moscow-Pullman Meditation Group
The UUCP's Moscow/Pullman Meditation Group is currently using alternative meeting
methods—contact Cynthia Pierce-Garnett at moscowpullmanmindfullness@gmail.com !
You can learn more about us at nwmindfulness.wordpress.com or on Facebook at moscow / pullman meditation group. For questions, email Cynthia Pierce-Garnett, group facilitator, at moscowpullmanmindfulness@gmail.com Joining a meditation group can motivate
you to maintain a consistent practice!

The Chalice Lighter Program
The Chalice Lighter Program assists the growth of new and existing Unitarian Universalist member congregations in the Pacific Northwest with grants to provide vital capabilities and infrastructure. Grants are funded exclusively through contributions from Unitarian Universalists who participate as
Chalice Lighters.
Chalice Lighter grants are intended to help congregations grow by:
 securing, improving or furnishing a building
 reaching out to the community to attract new members
 initiating a new congregation
 funding any other creative program to facilitate growth
To be eligible for a grant, at least 30% of the members must be enrolled as Chalice Lighter donors. Our own UUCP has received funds in the past for renovating the
Yellow House and the church basement. The Chalice Lighter Program will issue no
more than three calls for donations per year & Chalice Lighter donors are asked to donate at least $20 per call.
(You may also simply contribute $60 at the start of the year.)
You can learn more about the program under the district web site (pnwduua.org) or contact Chuck Harris,
208-310-3469 or ccharrisjr@hotmail.com.
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UUCP

Unitarian Universalist Church of the Palouse
PO Box 9342
Moscow, ID 83843
Return Service Requested
Mail Pledge Payments to address above

REFUSED

If you no longer wish to receive this
newsletter, please check the box
above and return.
We pay the postage. Thank you.

General Church Information

UUCP Phone: 208-882-4328
Office Email: uuchurch@moscow.com
Rev. Dr. Elizabeth Stevens, Minister
Judy LaLonde, Treasurer: 208-882-3556
http://www.palouseuu.org

Would you like to receive email updates from the UUCP?
Sign me up for the UUCP list, which receives notices of UUCP events, activities, etc.
Sign me up for the Non-UUCP list, which receives notices of events, activities, etc. not directly related to the UUCP but of likely interest to our members and friends.
My email address is:
(please print clearly!)
Please update my email address!
New email address:
Old email address:
Please print clearly.
Place in drop box into church office, email uuchurch@moscow.com,
OR mail to UUCP, PO Box 9342, Moscow, ID 83843
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